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CHAPTER 1

The Post-Apollo Paradox: Envisioning  
Limits During the Planetized 1970s

Alexander C.T. Geppert

People aren’t interested in the future any more. […] One could say that 
the moon landing was the death knell of the future as a moral authority.

J.G. Ballard, 1970

We are now in an interesting transition period when we can compare 
the realities of space with earlier imaginings of artists.

Arthur C. Clarke, 19721

For much of the twentieth century, human possibilities in outer space seemed 
endless. Not the skies, but the stars were the limit. During the 1970s this rela-
tionship was reversed and outer space reconfigured. After the six moon landings 
between July 1969 and December 1972 (Figure 1.1), for many the ‘unrepeat-
able spectacle of a lifetime,’ disillusionment set in.2 All successes in planetary 
exploration by robotic spacecraft were overshadowed by the memory and legacy 
of the American Apollo program. Machine-generated close-up photographs of 
Venus, Mars and Jupiter could not outrival a human being walking on earth’s 
closest celestial neighbor. Against the backdrop of the raging Vietnam War and 
the global oil crisis of 1973/74, imaginary expansion was shrunk, bounded and 
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grounded. With human spaceflight confined to low-earth orbit ever since the last 
astronaut returned to earth, the skies once again became the limit. If the Apollo 
era, in particular the new picture of planet Earth as its key legacy, constituted the 
apogee of worldwide space enthusiasm and the apex of the global Space Age, 
how did the latter’s demise affect space thought and astroculture? Is the argu-
ment correct that it was during this aptly termed ‘post-Apollo period’ that the 
long-established link between sociotechnical imaginaries of outer space and phan-
tasmagoric visions of a collective, imminent future in the stars loosened? And 
that, as a consequence, outer space itself lost much of the political relevance, cul-
tural significance and popular appeal which it had been gaining worldwide since 
the mid-1920s, in particular after the end of the Second World War?

Limiting Outer Space has a triple focus. First, it zooms in on a particular 
time period, situated within a specific geographical setting, and foregrounds a 

Figure 1.1 Apollo 11 lunar module ‘Eagle’ as it returned from the surface of the 
moon on 21 July 1969 to dock with the command module Columbia. While a 
smooth mare area is visible on the moon below, the half-illuminated earth hangs over 
the horizon in the background. Command module pilot Michael Collins (1930–), the 
NASA astronaut who took this picture when the lunar module ascent stage was about 
four meters away, has sometimes been described as ‘the only human alive or ever to 
have lived not contained within the frame of this photo.’
Source: Courtesy of NASA.
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clear-cut historical question. Concentrating on the 1970s – according to the 
late New York University historian Tony Judt the ‘most dispiriting decade of 
the twentieth century’ – the book’s thirteen chapters examine this now widely 
debated transition process from expansion to reduction, often considered 
concomitant with disillusionment and disenchantment, from a multiplicity of 
disciplinary perspectives. Second, the majority of contributions aim to replace 
oft-repeated US- and USSR-centric narratives of a bipolar Cold War rivalry 
and an escalating Space Race between East and West with more nuanced, less 
formulaic and more comprehensive analyses, integrating and indeed featur-
ing European, if not global views on and contributions to 1970s astroculture. 
Finally, chapters ask whether the new 1970s sense of ‘general space fatigue’ 
marked the end of that hitherto inextricably intertwined nexus between outer 
space and the quest for utopia, when widespread belief in infinite human 
expansion was superseded by the discovery of inner space.3

I  The growth of limits in the decade of crisis
It has taken historians a while to realize the wide-ranging implications and 
indeed epochal significance of what Eric Hobsbawm termed the ‘crisis decades’ 
or, more drastically: ‘the landslide.’ With the first oil-price shock of 1973/74, 
the standard argument now goes, an unprecedented quarter-century-long 
boom era came to an end in the West. The trente glorieuses had been a long 
period of relative political stability that was characterized by rapid economic 
growth, material prosperity for larger sections of society than ever before, and a 
reassuring sense of having successfully overcome two devastating world wars.4 
In March 1972, more than a year prior to the oil crisis, the Club of Rome 
had published its notorious 600-page Limits to Growth study on the ‘predica-
ment of mankind.’ Translated into 35 languages and selling 9 million copies 
worldwide, the book’s computer-based predictions for the future seemed to be 
validated by the unfolding course of events.5 During the following years, a new 
sense of worldwide interconnectedness and global interdependence found its 
counterpart in the individualization of society and a withdrawal from the col-
lective to the self. In an oft-cited article, American writer Tom Wolfe (1931–) 
coined the term ‘Me Decade’ to portray an ego-centered generation that had 
replaced ‘man’s age-old belief in serial immortality’ with a narcissistic ‘I have 
only one life to live.’ The golden postwar era thus gave way to a less romantic, 
less optimistic and much more troubled, if not entirely ‘lost,’ decade, as con-
temporary observers in both Europe and the United States were quick to point 
out. ‘In the long run,’ Time magazine forecasted correctly, ‘this decade and 
the next may well constitute an historical era of transition.’6

A majority of contemporary historians now echo these contemporaneous 
readings, impressionistic, unsystematic and incomplete as they may have been 
both then and now. Hardly surprising, economic and environmental historians 
were among the first to draw attention to the decade’s transformative character. 
The former declared the 1970s ‘of great interest for the economic and social his-
torian,’ while the latter pointedly termed the all-encompassing reinterpretation 
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of the man-environment relationship during these years the ‘1970s diagno-
sis.’7 Within the past decade or so, literature on the so-called long 1970s, usu-
ally understood as lasting through the conservative turn of the early 1980s, has 
mushroomed both in European8 and American historiography.9 Contrary to 
usual experience, a rare consensus has eventually emerged among ‘general’ histo-
rians that the 1970s are to be regarded as a key period in the history of the twen-
tieth century. Standing for structural rupture and constituting an epochal caesura, 
they should be conceptualized as a major turning point. Accordingly, a plethora 
of competing labels has been created to come to terms with a decade once over-
hastily described as a time when nothing happened: the 1970s as the ‘end of con-
fidence,’ ‘the age of fracture,’ the period ‘after the boom,’ the ‘decade without a 
name’ that nonetheless constituted the ‘threshold of change,’ or the moment in 
time when all of a sudden the ‘shock of the global’ set in, simultaneously limiting 
and liberating. Others, somewhat predictably, have objected to any such forms of 
‘decadology,’ as if historians were not well aware of their periodizations’ artificial 
character, necessitated by professional pragmatism to come to terms with change 
over time.10 There is opportunity in every crisis, goes another trite cliché, and labe-
ling the 1970s as a global crisis consequentially leads to emphasizing their Janus-
facedness, as a period of inertia and change, when the established post-Second 
World War consensus was revoked while giving way to the rise of post-industrial 
society in Europe and the world that dominates today’s planetized present.11

As consequence and effect of such a structural rupture, not the least in con-
temporary self-understanding, the future changed its character during these years 
as well, often considered an unmistakable sign of epochs drawing to a close. 
‘My children, or today’s teenagers, they are not interested in the future,’ Eng-
lish novelist J.G. Ballard (1930–2009) deplored in a 1970 interview with Brit-
ish Penthouse magazine. ‘What you see is the death of outer space, the failure of 
the moon landing to excite anyone’s imagination on a real level, and the discov-
ery of inner space in terms of sex, drugs, meditation, mysticism,’ Ballard stated, 
thus giving expression to a frequently diagnosed assessment of the 1970s as a 
self-questioning time of troubles that looked neither forward nor outward but 
backward and inward.12 Retrospection replaced prospection. Continual progress, 
exponential growth and outward expansion – previously considered the basis of 
incessant improvement of the human condition by means of technoscience – 
went into reverse. Large-scale technology ceased to be the trustworthy engine 
of societal change and humankind’s betterment proved itself a problem, if not 
indeed its very obstacle.

Images and imaginaries of outer space and spaceflight, vastly popular and 
usually utopia-saturated in previous decades, changed correspondingly. Three 
cover images of the West German weekly Der Spiegel – published in 1966, 
1970 and 1979, respectively – illustrate the shifting space-future nexus over 
the course of the decade. Quoting at length Arthur C. Clarke (1917–2008), 
British techno-prophet bar none, the Spiegel’s 6 December 1966 issue 
indulged in 1960s technocratic planning fervor. The future could be forecast 
because it was man-made and therefore controllable (Figure 1.2). Published 
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only a couple of years later, the Spiegel’s 5 January 1970 issue denounced the 
formerly utopian ideal of total feasibility not only as outmoded ideology but 
as the very ‘trauma of the modern world’ (Figure 1.3). Scenarios of future 
expansion into outer space were now marginalized; the only mention of 
spaceflight in this 12-page feature was an image of a moon colony illustrat-
ing the article. In a third Spiegel cover story published in 1979, another nine 
years later, space was no longer a futuristic promise nor an irrelevant epiphe-
nomenon but had transformed into an otherworldly threat. Dangerous debris 
raining down from Skylab (1973–79), the decommissioned and long unin-
habited first American space station, might cause considerable damage upon 
re-entry, the article warned its readers (Figure 1.4).13

The same modernist faith in technoscientific rationalism that had propelled 
the Apollo program into the 1960s skies and beyond was feared to be falling 
from the heavens at the end of the 1970s. Ballard, commenting in another 
Penthouse interview conducted a decade later, agreed. ‘The world of “outer 
space,” which had hitherto been assumed to be limitless, was being revealed 
as essentially limited, a vast concourse of essentially similar stars and planets 
whose exploration was likely to be not only extremely difficult, but also per-
haps intrinsically disappointing,’ the writer pointed out. For him, the Space 
Age had irrevocably ended in 1974, when the last Skylab mission returned to 
earth, having long given way to an era of limits in which the future developed 
in one direction only – toward home. ‘The twentieth century began with a 
futuristic utopia and ended with nostalgia. Optimistic belief in the future was 
discarded like an outmoded spaceship,’ literary scholar Svetlana Boym has 
summarized this drastic volte-face in hindsight. The turn from a prospective 
and extroverted to a retrospective and introverted reasoning simultaneously 
marked the inglorious end of the much celebrated Age of Space.14

That outer space, whether imagined, journeyed or feared, should have 
played a key role in the genesis of the 1970s as a transitional period might 
surprise middle-of-the-road historians of the twentieth century more than 
experts in space history.15 ‘Post-Apollo period’ – the term suggested here to 
characterize the decade succeeding the classical Space Age, namely the time 
period from December 1972 until the early 1980s – is an example of how 
mainstream historiography – in this case 1970s scholarship in particular – and 
space history can supplement, illuminate and enrich each other.16 The benefit 
is mutual: on the one hand, ‘post-Apollo’ provides students of outer space, 
spaceflight and astroculture with a broader intellectual and conceptual con-
text, which in turn allows them to situate their analyses within a recognized 
interpretative framework to which general historians can equally relate. On 
the other hand, christening the ‘decade without a name’ the ‘post-Apollo 
period’ suggests that the end of the postwar consensus, the widely shared 
sense of societal crisis, the growth of limits and the oft-noted introspective 
spirit of the 1970s did not only coincide but also shared a common denomi-
nator. It is not by chance that humankind’s outward movement correlated 
with a new sense of planetized globality; the irony is that both only emerged 
after the classical Space Age had drawn to a close.
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II  The Post-Apollo paradox
According to contemporaneous experts, the historical assessment would be 
unambiguous. When asked what the American Apollo missions meant for 
mankind and how their societal impact was to be characterized then and in 
the future, American, British, French and German historians, anthropologists, 
philosophers, scientists and public intellectuals all but agreed. According to 
notables such as Arnold M. Schlesinger Jr., Arnold J. Toynbee, C.P. Snow, 
Margaret Mead, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Hoimar von Ditfurth and many other 
hommes de lettres, landing a man on the moon was an unprecedented achieve-
ment of unforeseen dimensions which later generations would hail as an 
epoch-making step in human history. ‘The twentieth century will be remem-
bered,’ historian Schlesinger forecasted in 1972 in a later oft-repeated state-
ment, ‘as the century in which man first burst his terrestrial bonds and began 
the exploration of space.’17 Yet, as to what characteristics and societal conse-
quences the just-entered Moon Age would entail, the experts were divided. 
Some reckoned the moon to be a stepping stone toward the discovery of 
new worlds and their imminent colonization, while others warned of a rise 
of ‘cosmic claustrophobia’ should humankind fully comprehend its aloneness 
throughout the universe. ‘Was the voyage of Apollo 11 the noblest expres-
sion of a technological age, or the best evidence of its utter insanity?,’ wrote 
Norman Mailer (1923–2007), bringing the dilemma to a head.18 A third, origi-
nally less prominent, reading suggested that the truly alien planet and the only 
newly discovered frontier was, indeed, planet Earth itself. Bridging unparal-
leled physical distances and reaching a new vantage point in space made it 
possible to turn the gaze around, to look back and inward rather than for-
ward  and outward. Accordingly, the most precious souvenirs brought along 
from the journey were neither the pictures of Neil Armstrong’s footprints on 
the moon’s gray, dusty surface nor the 382 kilograms of lunar rock the six 
missions brought back, but rather two unplanned, low-priority by-products of 
the $20 billion Apollo program, ‘Earthrise’ (1968) and ‘Blue Marble’ (1972). 
Two photographs of the home planet, epitomizing this newly reversed 
perspective from without, proved the program’s inadvertent legacy.

Present-day geographers, historians, art historians and philosophers have 
readily taken up and now widely echo this third reading, arguably elevating 
it  to one of the few widely accepted standard arguments in space history. 
Geographer Denis E. Cosgrove has attested to Earthrise and Blue Marble 
having ‘altered the shape of the contemporary geographical imagination,’ 
whereas historians Robert Poole and Benjamin Lazier have, respectively, 
declared Earthrise as providing the ‘defining moment of the twentieth cen-
tury’ which gave rise to an entire ‘Earthrise era.’ Similarly, art historian Horst 
Bredekamp has used philosopher Peter Sloterdijk’s notion of a ‘Copernican 
revolution of the gaze’ to argue that Blue Marble became the image of earth 
par excellence as it allowed for a complete reversal of viewing directions only 
possible from an extraterrestrial standpoint. Distance made for a reorien-
tation and complete reversal of perspective, which in turn led literally to a  
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new Weltanschauung on earth.19 Following these and other assessments, the 
Apollo program did indeed prove epoch-making – albeit hardly for the rea-
sons put forward by the majority of observers, analysts and critics at the time. 
Apollo was not tantamount to a caesura in human history because it meant 
twelve men walking on earth’s closest celestial body, but because the spacefar-
ers, acting as representatives of all of humankind, returned with portraits of 
everyone’s communal home, the world’s first selfie.

The minority of experts who had predicted that jaunting into outer space 
would, paradoxically, lead to a rediscovery of inner space were correct. As 
some had argued as early as 1965, ‘man’s thrust into outer space’ proved ulti-
mately a return to himself. Correspondingly, when in 1977, five years after 
the end of the Apollo program, US probe Voyager 1 sent back a color pho-
tograph that showed earth and moon floating together in the vast darkness 
of outer space, public resonance was limited. Lacking the implicit ‘human 
touch’ of the earlier souvenirs, the novelty of this machine-generated image 
was not sufficient to excite the public anew, and neither did it make front-
page headlines (Figure 1.5).20

How then to connect this new, earth-centered image of outer space featuring 
planet Earth with the transitional 1970s, and why suggest labeling these years the 
‘post-Apollo period’? Signalling its problematique in its very name, post-Apollo 
denotes a period, a program and a problem. First, the term obviously refers to the 
time period after the completion of the Apollo missions in 1972.21 Second, it also 
stands for NASA’s spaceflight program by the same name, first discussed in Con-
gress in August 1965, laid out in a September 1969 report and culminating in 
President Richard Nixon’s announcement on 5 January 1972 in which he com-
mitted to build the Space Shuttle. Vehemently debated nationally and internation-
ally, the task was to find an answer to the question of where the American nation 
would ‘go in space in the Post-Apollo period.’ As historian John M. Logsdon 
has argued, the set of decisions made during those three short years defined 
human spaceflight activities in the United States for the next four decades, until 
the  termination of the Shuttle program in 2011.22 But in addition to marking 
a  historical time period and denominating a national space policy of long-term 
impact, post-Apollo also points, third, to a particular historical problem: the 
Post-Apollo paradox. As the contributions to this book testify, neither spaceflight 
nor astroculture ceased to exist during the 1970s, even if their already complex 
relationship further loosened once the future moved elsewhere and enthusiasm 
began to dwindle all the more.23 Yet, it was precisely at this moment in time 
that, by many accounts, the world-encompassing process of international entan-
glement now usually referred to as globalization finally unfolded with full force. 
That the term ‘global’ took on its contemporary theoretical connotations in the 
early 1970s and turned into the conceptual category so familiar today is not a 
coincidence but a by-product of the post-Apollo period.24

Surprisingly absent from the flourishing historiography is the causal con-
nection between the heyday of space exploration, space thought and astrocul-
ture of the 1950s and 1960s, and the sense of crisis and incipient globality of 
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the 1970s. ‘Achievement of the Apollo goal resulted in a new feeling of “one-
ness” among men everywhere,’ the aforementioned 1969 US report stated, 
stipulating that any subsequent program would have to continue promoting 
a similar ‘sense of world community.’25 In addition to such imaginative reper-
cussions, while difficult to distinguish from their propagandistic value, there 
was also a more tangible technological component behind the globalizing 
impact of the Space Age whose significance is easily overlooked: the incipient 
telecommunication satellite revolution. According to contemporaneous esti-
mates no fewer than 7,600 satellites were launched between October 1957 
and 1975 alone. Even though the vast majority is no longer operational, 
together with undersea cables they constituted the key infrastructure for 

Figure 1.5 Recorded 
by NASA’s Voyager 
1 spacecraft on 18 
September 1977, this 
photograph was the first 
complete image of earth 
and moon together in a 
single frame. The space-
craft had been launched 
two weeks earlier, on 5 
September 1977, and 
was at this point 11.7 
million kilometers away. 
Voyager 1 passed the 
boundaries of the solar 
system in 2012 and 
continues to travel in 
interstellar space, making 
it to date the farthest 
human-made object 
away from planet Earth.
Source: Courtesy of NASA.
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processes of world-encompassing interconnectedness and increasing global 
entanglement.26 Thus, the polymorphic and multinational thrust into outer 
space after the Second World War was a major factor in making our planet as 
planetized as it is. Indeed, it is arguably the most unintended and most far-
reaching consequence of the reach for the stars, both realized and imagined.

And this is the very ‘Post-Apollo paradox’: the full impact of the Space Age 
only came to the fore when it had by most accounts effectively passed, with 
1970s astroculture proving more earth-centered than previous imaginaries. 
Because the post-Apollo period was characterized by epochal change for which 
spaceflight proved a central motif, space historian Martin Collins has suggested 
terming it the ‘in-between decade.’27 Another historian has argued that the 
1970s marked as much the end of the trente glorieuses as they constituted the 
beginning of a new epoch of globalization and individualization. If this is accu-
rate, the paradigmatic shift in humankind’s self-understanding – caused by a 
temporary departure from home as well as earth’s communicative coalescence 
based on space-placed infrastructures – was a decisive factor in this transition.28

III  Spaceflight after Apollo
On closer inspection, spaceflight during the post-Apollo period was far 
from being ‘marked by matter-of-factness rather than by lofty visions,’ but 
the 1970s proved indeed a time of disenchantment, disillusion and disen-
gagement. Not only in the United States but also in Europe and the Soviet 
Union, outer space lost much of its capacity to arouse and engage divergent 
publics.29 In January 1972, Nixon announced the new Post-Apollo Program 
which would ‘revolutionize transportation into near space by routinizing it’ 
and ‘take the astronomical costs out of astronautics.’ Featuring a ‘space vehi-
cle that can shuttle repeatedly from earth to orbit and back’ in addition to a 
space station, a lunar base and a manned voyage to Mars, the program would 
take a decade to produce tangible results.30 Between the Apollo-Soyuz Test 
Project (ASTP) in July 1975 – the first docking of a US and a Soviet space-
craft in earth orbit that symbolized for many the end of the Space Race – and 
the maiden Space Shuttle launch in April 1981 there was a gap of almost six 
years without a manned US mission.

Judged by public memory, this ‘post-Apollo, pre-Space Shuttle interreg-
num’ lasting from 1975 through 1981 looks indeed unremarkable.31 Preced-
ing  decades had each been characterized by a single dominating event, each 
with diverse and wide-ranging repercussions: the late 1920s by the first space 
‘fads’ in the Soviet Union, Europe and the United States; the 1940s by the 
development of the A4/V-2 and the ‘invention’ of the flying saucer in 1947; 
the 1950s by the launch of Sputnik, the first artificial satellite; the 1960s by 
Yury Gagarin’s orbit of planet Earth in 1961 and, of course, the Apollo moon 
landings. The 1980s, on the other hand, were under the sign of the Space 
Shuttle, subject to a first catastrophe only five years after its first launch, while 
the 1990s saw the initial steps toward the assembly of the most cost-intense 
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civilian project ever undertaken, the International Space Station (ISS). But the 
1970s? While the classical Space Age came to a symbolic close with astronaut 
Eugene Cernan (1934–2017) stepping off the moon on 14 December 1972, 
spaceflight and space exploration continued in a variety of ways.

As a necessary historical grounding of the chapters that follow, four parallel 
strands of this post-Apollo, pre-Shuttle period need to be sketched: first, the 
renewed emphasis, both in East and West, on positioning space stations in earth 
orbit; second, the surprising interdependence between planetary exploration on 
the one hand, and the new interest in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence 
(SETI) on the other; third, the sweeping, yet short-lived space colonization fad 
during the second half of the 1970s; and, fourth, the so-called rebirth of Space 
Age Europe throughout this decade of transition and reconfiguration.

First, although Apollo did indeed ‘end up as a dead end project’ at the 
peak of its acclaim, as historian Logsdon has remarked, its hardware had a 
material afterlife as it continued to be used for Skylab and the Apollo-Soyuz 
Test Project.32 Partially assembled from recycled leftovers and less specialized 
than later space stations, Skylab was launched in May 1973. It remained cir-
cling earth in a low orbit of 480 kilometers for much of the 1970s, even if its 
so-called Orbital Workshop was only inhabited for a total of 171 days during 
the first two years of operation. A similar return to a much older itinerary, 
namely the positioning of a space station in earth orbit rather than directly 
going to the moon or beyond, occurred simultaneously in the Soviet Union. 
Beginning in 1971 and lasting through 1986, that is over a period of 15 
years, its Salyut program consisted of a series of six crewed space stations posi-
tioned in earth orbit, four of them civilian, two military.33

Second, the 1970s were a surprisingly successful period for the robotic 
exploration of the solar system. Launched in May 1971, Mariner 9’s orbital 
survey of Mars revealed entirely unexpected canyons, volcanoes and signs of 
massive floods in the planet’s distant past. In March 1972 and April 1973, 
respectively, the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes were sent to Jupiter and Saturn, car-
rying the famous aluminum plaque picturing two naked human bodies against 
the backdrop of a map of pulsars. And in the fall of 1975, the Soviet Venera 10 
probe survived all the way to Venus and returned a photograph during the 65 
minutes of its operation on the surface. Together, these robotic missions gave 
rise to the ‘Golden Age of planetary exploration,’ as American science celebrity 
and media personality Carl Sagan (1934–96) had it, himself co-creator of the 
Pioneer plaque and one of the most influential 1970s space personae.34

However, the two most momentous of all these robotic undertakings were 
arguably the 1975 Viking missions to Mars and the two Voyager launches in 
1977. While Voyager 1 was sent to Jupiter and Saturn and then continued on 
a trajectory beyond the solar system (see Figure 1.5 above), the photographs 
the two Viking probes sent back from barren Mars in 1976 found more 
immediate, if ambivalent, societal resonance. They contributed to the wide-
spread recognition of humankind’s cosmic isolation as much as they granted 
the sometimes ridiculed search for extraterrestrial intelligence new legitimacy. 
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Precisely because no immediate signs of life were detected anywhere on Mars, 
the Viking missions proved central for the emerging scholarly field of exobiol-
ogy, soon to reinvent itself as astrobiology. Encouraged by opinion polls that 
nonetheless reported widespread belief in life on other planets, both futur-
ist and bestselling Future Shock author Alvin Toffler (1928–2016) and noted 
anthropologist Sol Tax (1907–95) lent the contested discipline societal legiti-
macy by their sheer support.35

Third, fueled by the Club of Rome’s gloomy predictions, triggered by a 
growing concern for imminent environmental disaster and inspired by the 
Skylab missions, grandiose space colonization scenarios witnessed a brief burst 
of popularity in the second half of the 1970s, in the United States more so 
than in Europe (see Figure 1.6). ‘After you have landed 12 men at six loca-
tions on the moon to walk and jeep around scooping up rock samples, kept 
a space station manned for a total 171 days, and landed two robot spacecraft 
on a planet more than 200 million miles away from Earth, what do you do 
for an encore?,’ one mid-1970s commentator could not help but wonder. To 
solve problems of overpopulation and counter the abiding energy crisis, for 
some the answer lay in bypassing the boundaries of a ‘sharply limited planet’ 
by transferring entire populations into space.36 The leading advocate of such 
large-scale expansion scenarios soon became Princeton physicist Gerard K. 
O’Neill (1927–92). Having originally developed his concepts during the late 
1960s, O’Neill first published a triad of articles in Nature, Physics Today and 
Science in 1974 before making headline news in mainstream media in 1976 
and 1977. ‘Is a planetary surface really the best place for an expanding tech-
nological civilization?‚’ O’Neill asked rhetorically in a New York Times article 
before going on to prophesy that ‘thousands of people now alive may choose 
within the next two decades to live and work on a new frontier in space.’37 
Especially in his 1976 book The High Frontier O’Neill presented detailed 
concepts for a permanent human presence in outer space, envisioning large 
manned colonies at L5 – one of five points in space where the gravitational 
fields of the earth and the moon balance each other and where a space station 
could remain stable. Completed by the early 2000s, these human colonies 
would be constructed with unlimited raw materials from the moon and later 
the asteroid belt, spun to simulate gravity and employ light reflected from the 
sun for illumination, power and infinite energy. Proclaiming that ‘water and 
food are no limits on the range of the human species in space,’ O’Neill ulti-
mately aimed to reinstate an idea of infinite boundlessness during the era of 
limits, what he addressed as the ‘humanization of space.’38

Widespread as it was, the popularity of such colonization scenarios proved 
also short-lived, and by the end of the 1970s futuristic megastructures of this 
magnitude were largely transferred into virtual computer worlds. Despite 
popularization attempts by space advocates and architects such as Duncan 
Lunan (1945–) in Great Britain and Fritz Haller (1924–2012) in Switzer-
land, space colonies never seem to have found the same cultural resonance 
in Europe.39 Nonetheless, the European Space Agency (ESA) responded 
dutifully when a high-school student asked for its particular stance on such 
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Figure 1.6 Interior of an imaginary post-Apollo space colony. The original cap-
tion read ‘Main Street, Hometown, Cosmos finds colonists on the move, passing the 
stacked, modular habitations and shops of L-5. Fruit trees relieve the stark simplicity 
of a manufactured environment. The alumni of earth can order buildings, climate, and 
sunlight to suit. Yet L-5 is no playground in the void. Hardworking pioneers make it 
the latest outpost on a limitless frontier.’
Source: Isaac Asimov, ‘The Next Frontier?,’ National Geographic 150 (July–December 1976), 
76–89, here 80. Painting by Pierre Mion.
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expansion scenarios, seizing the opportunity to sell its own Spacelab project 
as a more feasible alternative:

It is beyond doubt that space colonies are a real possibility for the 
future. Our Agency, however, has not been doing extensive work on 
such colonies but we are […] developing […] a space laboratory, the 
Spacelab, which will be a manned laboratory to be flown on the Space 
Shuttle. This Spacelab could very well evolve into a space station by 
linking different Spacelabs together in space.40

Fourth and finally, in the case of Western Europe, there was yet another ironic 
twist to the Post-Apollo paradox. One of NASA’s main motives for seeking 
European involvement in its Post-Apollo Program was to counter a lack of 
public enthusiasm. Having more international partners would not only help 
to share some of the risks and expense, they reasoned, but also demonstrate 
that space exploration was the humanitarian task par excellence, only to be 
fulfilled on a truly global scale. European participation would be ‘the most 
ambitious nonmilitary effort ever undertaken collectively by the West Euro-
pean nations,’ the New York Times rejoiced somewhat prematurely.41 For 
Western Europe, the invitation proved a double-edged sword as it allowed 
Europe to play a more active role on the international scene than ever before, 
but it also brought home the urgent need to completely reorganize the hith-
erto ill-starred European spaceflight program. After complex political struggle 
and organizational reform, ESA was officially established in 1975, replacing 
its predecessors, the European Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) 
and the European Space Research Organization (ESRO). While Europe’s 
position, visibility and significance were indeed stronger than ever before – 
eventually emblematized by the successful launch of the first European-built 
Ariane 1 rocket on Christmas Eve 1979 from the spaceport in Kourou, after 
a decade of failures – the timing of its eventual lift-off in space was less than 
ideal. What space history veteran Walter McDougall has termed the ‘rebirth 
of Space-Age Europe’ took place when popular enthusiasm for space explora-
tion and astroculture had long been in decline. Yet, from an institutional per-
spective the post-Apollo crisis largely meant a pre-Ariane Aufbruchstimmung 
or promise of departure, with Europe’s much more limited participation in 
NASA’s Post-Apollo Program itself providing a ‘formative experience.’42

IV  Limiting outer space
If the 1970s were contemporaneously perceived as an age of boundaries 
impinging on man’s project in outer space, at odds with formerly close con-
nections between expansion fantasies and humankind’s futurity, what effect 
did the general sense of crisis have on pre-existing imaginaries of outer space 
and extraterrestrial life? How were the new limits reflected, integrated and 
challenged by then-current visions of cosmic utopias and the disenchanted 
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realities of spaceflight after Apollo? And were human boundaries effectively 
challenged, if not entirely transformed, in outer space? As a contribution to 
historical research on astroculture – a concept previously introduced and 
defined as the interplay of different social groups and heterogeneous cul-
tural forms aiming to ascribe meaning to the infinite void that surrounds 
planet Earth – Limiting Outer Space focuses on what Arthur Clarke termed 
‘an interesting transition period’ that allows one to ‘compare the realities 
of space with earlier imaginings of artists.’43 It is noteworthy that in private 
correspondence Clarke was far more blunt and less upbeat than this, and 
repeatedly lamented the ‘present malaise’ when referring to the situation 
post-Apollo. ‘The human activity to which I have mainly devoted my life is 
in decline,’ agreed his old friend Arthur ‘Val’ Cleaver (1917–77) from the 
British Interplanetary Society wholeheartedly.44 Concentrating on this decade 
of crisis, disenchantment and reconfiguration, Limiting Outer Space explores 
a pivotal transition in imagining the cosmos and projecting utopian dreams 
into outer space. Inspired by and contributing to the ongoing historiographi-
cal reassessment of the 1970s, it argues that the post-Apollo period consti-
tuted a crucial, if hitherto underrated and understudied, era in the history of 
space, spaceflight and space thought that awaits closer scrutiny and smoother 
integration into mainstream historiography, just like space history itself.

While it would be unwise for a book that carries ‘Apollo’ in its subtitle to 
leave the most celebrated human spaceflight program aside, the geographi-
cal focus lies decidedly elsewhere, particularly in Western Europe, with all its 
complex transnational and intercontinental interdependencies.45 It is, how-
ever, worth remembering that before the late 1970s, no human being from 
any nation other than the Soviet Union or the United States had left planet 
Earth. The first Eastern European in outer space was the Czech cosmonaut 
Vladimír Remek (1948–) onboard Russian Soyuz 28 spacecraft in March 
1978, while French spationaut Jean-Loup Chrétien (1938–) followed four 
years later, in June 1982, onboard Soyuz T-6. Chrétien’s seven-day mission 
to the Salyut 7 space station made him not only the first Western European 
but also the first Western non-American beyond the earth’s atmosphere ever. 
Participating as payload specialist in STS-9, the ninth NASA Space Shut-
tle mission in November and December 1983, West German Ulf Merbold 
(1941–) was the first ESA astronaut proper in space. To date, no European 
has flown on a European-built spacecraft.46

This book’s thirteen chapters – including this introduction and an epilogue 
– are grouped in three sections: ‘Navigating the 1970s,’ ‘Reconfigur-
ing Imaginaries’ and ‘Grounding Utopias.’ The first part – ‘Navigating the 
1970s’ – addresses the 1970s as the great division of the postwar years and 
aims to periodize the post-Apollo period accordingly. It includes a sweep-
ing  reconfiguration of some of the major conceptual issues associated with 
recent historiographical work on the 1970s as the ‘in-between’ period of 
twentieth-century change (Martin Collins); an essay on Great Britain’s space 
program after the cancelation of its short-lived Black Arrow rocket program 
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in July 1971, asking whether a particularly British variant of European 
astroculture can be identified (Doug Millard); and a chapter on the historical 
significance, societal impact and long shadow that the Apollo program cast 
over expectations for the future in the United States but also worldwide 
(Roger D. Launius).

The second section – ‘Reconfiguring Imaginaries’ – comprises four chap-
ters dealing with manifestations and exemplars of 1970s European and 
global astroculture. It opens with a chapter tracing the history of Stanley 
Kubrick’s 1968 feature film 2001: A Space Odyssey from Arthur Clarke’s 1951 
science-fiction short story ‘The Sentinel’ through the novel Journey Beyond 
the Stars (1964) to the making of 2001 as a cult film, widely considered the 
most important space movie ever produced (Robert Poole); an analysis of 
the 1970s self-reflexive turn in English-language literature, as exemplified in 
the works of novelists Doris Lessing, A.S. Byatt and John Banville, all from 
non-spacefaring nations (Florian Kläger); a chapter on Legoland Space, the 
Danish toy company’s hugely successful line created in 1978 as an example 
of the sacralization of modern consumer culture and intergenerational com-
munication of values through material culture (Thore Bjørnvig); as well as 
a careful analysis of the international negotiations leading to the adoption 
of the United Nations’ Outer Space Treaty in January 1967 and the Moon 
Agreement in December 1979, focusing on the competing normative and 
political rationales that informed the former’s perceived success and the lat-
ter’s failure (Luca Follis).47

Chronologically situated toward the end of the ‘long’ 1970s, that is the 
early 1980s, the third and final section – ‘Grounding Utopias’ – focuses on 
spacefarers, space stations and space colonies in science fiction and in sci-
ence fact. This part features a chapter that examines three distinct collabora-
tive moments – the Soviet Union’s Interkosmos program created in 1970, 
the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project of 1975 and the establishment of the Asso-
ciation of Space Explorers in 1985 – as supranational attempts to promote 
international détente through spaceflight technology, propagating planetary 
consciousness as an alternative (Andrew Jenks); a comparative analysis of 
imaginary space architectures, be they located in ground-based laboratories, 
in outer space itself or as part of film sets, all probing the human-technology 
relationship during the post-Apollo period (Regina Peldszus); a chapter 
on the transnational media coverage of Spacelab, the European showcase 
project of the 1970s and early 1980s intended to signal Western Europe’s 
active participation in, if not independent entry into, manned spaceflight 
(Tilmann Siebeneichner); and a contribution on the ways in which 1970s 
space-colony enthusiasts mingled with nuclear-weapon designers and military 
planners, effectively creating the foundations for Ronald Reagan’s 1983 Stra-
tegic Defense Initiative (SDI), also known as Star Wars (Peter J. Westwick).48 
Finally, David A. Kirby’s comprehensive epilogue reminds us how the grand 
expectations and celebrations of Space-Age accomplishments gave way to a 
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growing awareness of the problems humankind faced on earth in the post-
Apollo period. Dystopian, bleak and at times despairing science-fiction films 
set in space such as Earth II (1971), Silent Running (1972), Solaris (1972), 
Soylent Green (1973), La Planète sauvage (1973), Dark Star (1974), The 
Man Who Fell to Earth (1976), Operation Ganymed (1977) and Alien (1979) 
left no doubt that space exploration was no longer considered the key tech-
nology to solving terrestrial problems from without.49

Linking and interrelating the history of astroculture, space thought and 
spaceflight with recent scholarship on the social and political history of the 
1970s, Limiting Outer Space aims to correct, complement and reorient the 
existing historiography on the post-Apollo period. Focusing on selected 
European countries – in particular Great Britain, France, West Germany and 
Denmark – its thirteen chapters examine the limiting of outer space and the 
grounding of utopia after the American moon landings. Rather than invoking 
oft-repeated narratives of a bipolar Cold War rivalry and an escalating Space 
Race between East and West, the book charts new historiographical ground by 
exploring a hitherto underappreciated decade in space history. With the rapid 
waning of what European observers termed Apollo-Rausch or Apollo frenzy, 
the classical Space Age gave way to an era of space fatigue and planetized lim-
its: the post-Apollo period.50
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